A Real-time Picture of Everything Relevant Around You

Voyager™ Atlas places situational awareness of your organization’s mission into the hands of the mobile workforce. With a 360° view of all system activity on an edge-to-edge map display, users have the data and actions necessary to make critical decisions quickly and effectively. Whether monitoring notifications triggered by geofencing events, navigating, or tagging actions of other system assets, users and management will experience more cost-efficient operations. Voyager Atlas seamlessly integrates with Voyager CommandTRACKER, our personnel incident and management system for command centers.

Monitor
- Real-time updates of all users
- Navigate to any location or user
- Quickly toggle location sharing on or off

Identify
- Set individual and system geofencing parameters
- Capture and upload geo-tagged pictures and video

Inform
- Status actions via barcodes and RFID
- In-app messaging
- Configurable notifications